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Abstract
The internal dynamics of emergency departments (ED) in Irish hospitals represent complex
non-linear stochastic systems with an environment of uncertainty, variability and limited
resources. Planning and managing such systems pose overwhelming demands. To improve
operations, patient service, resource planning, and real-time reaction to unexpected events,
sophisticated tools to efficiently achieve these goals must be applied.

Advanced solution techniques (e.g. simulation and optimisation) have been successfully
applied in manufacturing operations to improve the delivery, cost-effectiveness and service
quality. Yet, random arrival of patients, limited resources and multitasking are challenges in
EDs that add more complexity to this critical area. This study delivers a contribution to both
theory and practice. By the elaboration of patient risks types, simulation is investigated for its
compliance with risk management approaches that hence delivered modifications to the
simulation modelling approach.

This investigation and the modifications allows the

conclusion that simulation is suited for risk management and that simulation models are
applicable as risk assessment models for healthcare once the modifications are considered by
the modeller.
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1. Introduction
Demands on the health services continue to grow and increasing health care costs are a reality
which the Irish healthcare system is addressed by undergoing rapid change at the present time
(Department of Health & Children, 2007). Health care providers and suppliers therefore aim
for efficient solutions to continue to provide their services. Hospitals play an important role
as a health care provider: medical care, surgical operations, diagnosis, and acute care are the
key missions, of which all share common resources like for example diagnosis devices,
treatment rooms, and waiting rooms. In order to provide their services as efficiently as
possible, it is in the interest of the hospital managers to keep the ratio of uncertain patient
arrival to elective patients as low as possible. Hospitals usually operate with a limited number
of special skilled resources and activities (e.g., physicians, nurses, and radiology tests). As a
result, processes in the hospitals tend to include many of handoffs so that all patients have
access to these resources (i.e., the process behaves like an assembly line). These handoffs
generate process delays, longer patient cycle time, and higher length of stay (Bale and Krohn,
2000). Most of the time spent in the hospital is non-value added time, such as waiting in
queues.

This problem can get worse with high arrival rate of patients coming to the

emergency department (ED) (Miller et al., 2003).

Highlighting the Irish healthcare problems in the current media reveals long waiting lists and
overcrowded Irish EDs that illustrates that the system currently in place cannot meet the
demands placed on it (Lynch, 2004). As a solution technique, one might consider capacity
management, which considers three factors: how many patients arrive, at what rate, and how
long will the service take (Fottler and Ford, 2002)? These factors include a significant degree
of uncertainty, which should be kept as low as possible for efficient planning and forecasting.
Another source of uncertainty is the change of the distribution of the patient-mix over time.
Patient-mix and patient demand is affected by the local placement of the ED and seasonal
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changes; for example, a higher patient demand is identified to be related to the cold seasons
(Vasilakis and El-Darzi, 2001).

It is therefore obvious, that capacity planning definition is a key element to effectively
manage the processes within EDs. Identifying the demand is an essential step to plan the
required resources (short-term / long-term) that facilitate thorough utilisation of capacity as
well as a smooth interruptionless flow of patients through the system. Errors in forecasting
for capacity planning has an immediate impact on the service quality level, for example;
considering in planning elderly people – who used to be served before in community service
centres – may have to stay overnight in EDs (McDermott et al., 2002).

The potential of simulation to achieve an increase in performance within the available
resources is one of its major benefits. In addition, the flexibility to integrate other solution
techniques, such as optimisation, artificial intelligence, and data mining, or the capability to
consider uncertainty and complexity, enhance the reputation of simulation as a solution
finding technique for health care. Due to its flexibility, tools and techniques are already
inherited within the simulation framework that would allow the development of risk
assessment models for healthcare facilities. Its general applicability is based on the lineup
with the new Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO)
(2004) framework within this paper. Subsequent a tutorial based on process flow diagrams is
presented in order to apply those tools and techniques in that manner that simulation is
becoming applicable for risk management on the low level modelling basis.

2. Background
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The Irish EDs play an important part in the provision of primary care in Ireland, considering
the high self referral rate (Health Service Executive (HSE), 2007b). Access to the service
within EDs is congested and the internal processes experience various types of delays:
diagnosis not available on time, doctors and nurses busy with other patients, and missing
documents (Regan, 2000). Latest statement of a consultant in an Irish ED describes, that the
state of Dublin EDs remains severe:
“Emergency departments have an extremely important function and
compromising the ability of the staff and units to perform it by allowing
them to be dangerously overcrowded is potentially life threatening and
absolutely unacceptable.” (Gilligan, 2007)
Dr. Peadar Gilligan, Consultant in Emergency Medicine, Beaumount
Hospital, Letter to the Editor, Irish Times, 26 February 2007.

A combination of the three features: high utilisation of resources, long waiting time for
service, and diversion of ambulance admission, is the condition to describe the status of an
ED as “overcrowding”. The mortality rate due to overcrowding in ED can be as high as 30%
based on a study of Australian EDs (Richardson, 2006, Sprivulis et al., 2006). According to
the findings described above, the EDs in Dublin can be described as overcrowded and health
service deliveries are far away from their optimal settings with long patient waiting times and
delays for treatment, and a high occupancy level (Health Service Executive (HSE), 2007a).

Considering the increased potential of a rise in mortality due to overcrowding it is essential to
look at the safety of the patients to minimise the risks that a patient might encounter.
Overcrowding is a phenomenon which is characterised by high utilisation of resources, long
waiting time for service, and diversion of ambulance admission. To minimise the risks for
patients, and to facilitate the ED with tools to prevent potential threats, a risk assessment
model is proposed which utilises simulation modelling technique in combination with
business process management and risk management.
3. Literature review
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Simulation applications, such as discrete event simulation (DES), have successfully been
applied in manufacturing, military and logistic sectors and has proven to have many
advantages such as (Pegden et al., 1995):
•

Scenario testing without interference of the real system

•

Bottleneck analysis

•

Capacity planning

•

Investigations on certain phenomena

•

Investigation of correlations of variables

•

Integration of optimisation

To help decision makers in health care facilities, simulation has significantly increased its
acceptance among clinicians and hospital managers (Jacobson et al., 2006).

The latest applications of DES to EDs show a high variety of possible application fields,
including capacity planning, scheduling of staff and resources, and general conceptual
planning for future development of the facility. The following examples are a few of the
many applications of simulation studies conducted in health care: one example displays how
capacity planning, which calculates the maximum occupancy level of beds, can provide an
efficient patient flow (Bagust et al., 1999). To even the peak of resources utilization, the
arrival pattern of patients is identified, which allows a significantly better planning of staffing
and resources (Sinreich and Marmor, 2005). A similar study enabled a reduction of patient
turnaround times (Sinreich and Marmor, 2004). A major benefit of DES is that scenarios can
be tested by stating “What-If” questions.

In one study scenario testing allowed the

development of a new fast track lane within the ED that absorbed a third of all patients (Blake
and Carter, 1996). DES also offers interfaces for optimisation techniques, as for example
genetic algorithms, that enabled Yeh and Lin (2007) to reduce patient queuing time by an
average of 43 per cent.
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EDs face the highest degree of uncertainty within the healthcare supply chain. The primary
mission of the ED is to provide acute care to patients. A common unique feature of EDs is
the extensive use of prioritisation by allocating triage units, which is common and essential to
provide immediate care for patients with the most acute conditions (Mackway-Jones et al.,
2006a). To guarantee the response to most acute patients, it is necessary to identify the upper
limit of the utilisation of resources and staff of the ED in order to provide a reserved capacity
for spontaneous increased patient demand. A DES model is used to identify an in-patient bed
occupancy level of less than 85 per cent to be the upper limit in order to avoid bed crisis,
which is caused due to the lack of capacity reserve (Bagust et al., 1999).

The examples show how healthcare management benefits from the use of simulation, yet
simulation models applied so far, focus on optimisation of certain settings or to evaluate
certain effects of certain circumstances, replicated by scenarios.

However, health care

simulation models rarely integrate risk assessment that considers the involved risk of
processes of the overall simulated facility.

Business organizations have already set an

example by applying traditional process management tools with risk management techniques,
but as zur Muehlen and Rosemann (2005) indicated that “process and risk management
communities

are

rather

separate

groups

with

different

research

agendas

and

methodologies”(zur Muehlen et al., 2005, p. 1) which hence shows that there is a need for
research in order to merge these methodologies. To address this issue they apply an approach
which extends the Event-driven Process Chain techniques with risk awareness, by integrating
risks probabilities in the control flow and the control logic diagram. This notation however
cannot consider all types of process-related risks, due to its limitation that everything has to
be represented by functions.
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Another framework proposal focuses on the application of the systems-thinking paradigm
(Gharajedaghi, 1999) to the recent COSO framework (2004) that defines enterprise risk
management as a process for identifying and managing potential events that incorporates
principles and guidelines applicable to avoid negative potential events (O'Donnell, 2005).
The systems-thinking paradigm is addressed to the layer of the COSO framework that
encompasses the event identification by including value chain maps and associated agents
within the systems-thinking paradigm.

In order to consider risk assessment within simulation modelling, its framework is compared
with a well established risk management framework proposed by COSO within this paper.
This comparison shows that simulation can contribute significantly to risk management by
applying its already inherent tools and techniques for statistical analysis and process
management. By regarding the new COSO framework one should bear in mind that the
framework rather describes guidelines and principles than providing the managers with a
strict framework – the intention is to leave the choice to the decision makers which
methodology is the best suitable for their business (COSO, 2004). An evaluation of the
simulation modelling framework (Banks et al., 2005) against the COSO guidelines shows the
suitability of simulation for risk management within this paper.

4. Patient risk types
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The healthcare value chain is full of potential threats for a patient. Risk awareness therefore is
of major concern for Irish EDs. In order to evaluate the risks for each patient a triage method
is used which categorizes the patients according to the recommendations of the Manchester
Group (Mackway-Jones et al., 2006b). Triaging patients investigates the patients’ severity
status according to his complaints and assigns them a number which prioritises the urgency of
required treatment. Furthermore the patient faces risks by placing himself in the environment
of the ED. Generally those environmental risks can be divided into four subcategories within
healthcare facilities:
-

Internal risks

-

External risks

-

Direct risks

-

Indirect risks

Direct risks are those that affect a patient immediately as an individual, while indirect risks
represent potential threats that worsen the condition of the patients without immediate impact,
for example long waiting times can cause complications. Internal threats are those that origin
from the healthcare facility directly, while external threats are those that affect both, the
patient and the healthcare facility like high patient demand, infections brought in by other
patients or visitors. Potential threats, or triggered events, can apply to more than just one
subcategory, for example, a risk for the patient to be infected by an illness is a direct risk
which can also be internal, due to a lack of hygiene standards within the healthcare facility, or
external, due to other new incoming patients. The following table 1 gives an example of how
these subcategories can be applied to potential threats.
Table 1: Types of patient risks within a healthcare facility.

Triggered event /
Direct
potential threat
Infections
x

Indirect

External
x

Internal
x
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Accidents
Complications
Wrong treatment
Wrong diagnose
High patient demand
No resources
available

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

The triggered events described in the table 1 can widely be covered by rules and regulations
implemented by healthcare management in order to avoid these risks and potential threats.
Training of staff, to guarantee that the highest hygiene standard is maintained, is one of many
measures that management can apply in order to avoid those risks for their patients. Threats
associated with occurring events are monitored and analysed by investigating the obtained
data of a healthcare facility. Empirical examination of databases in coherence with risk
assessment provides necessary data about the frequency of an event that triggered an error or
about correlations to other events. Statistical analysis provides information about the event
history of a healthcare facility and provides an estimate for future developments which is used
by risk and process management. These findings can be used in order to facilitate patient care
pathways that encompass techniques from process management. To classify and calculate the
potential threats in general, principles are proposed in the COSO framework that provides
guidelines for process and risk management.

As described above, simulation is highly regarded in manufacturing as a decision support tool.
It flexible approach allows the integration of other solution techniques that incorporate
optimisation techniques.

Healthcare managers and researchers have already embraced

simulation and used it successfully to increase the efficiency and delivery of their service to
their patients. However, in terms of risk management in healthcare, simulation yet little
contributed to capture the whole range of patient risks within the healthcare facility.
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Considering the advantages of simulation, one advantage should be emphasized: forecasts.
Statistical analysis of a facility focuses on the past events, whereas simulation can apply
recent or even actual data in order to forecast future developments. Hoot et al. (2008) have
shown, that reliable forecasts are possible up to eight hours in advance. If such a simulation is
implemented to have access the latest patient arrival times, a reliable early risk indicator is
applicable, which alerts staff and administrators of potential risks for the patient and proactive
measures can be applied.

5. The risk assessment model – an evaluation
In order to demonstrate that simulation is applicable as a risk assessment model for healthcare
facilities, a simulation framework is illustrated and integrated into the horizontal layers of the
COSO guidelines. The major simulation procedures are listed and explained how they can be
inserted in the risk management principles described as:
-

Internal environment

-

Event identification

-

Risk assessment

-

Risk response

-

Control activities

-

Information & communication

-

Monitoring

Whereas the major procedures of discrete event simulation modelling are derived from Banks
et al. (2005):
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-

Setting the objectives

-

Conceptual modelling

-

Data mining

-

Simulation modelling

-

Simulation test runs

-

Validation and verification

-

Implementation

-

Post project evaluation

To check the compatibility of simulation modelling with risk management, the simulation
modelling procedures are checked how they comply with the COSO guidelines. Figure 1
displays a brief summary of how the simulation framework derived from Banks et al.(2005) is
similar to the COSO framework. Considering the original COSO guidelines, one might argue
that the achievement of objectives (strategic, operations, reporting, and compliance) and the
application level (entity-level, division, business unit and subsidiary) are not considered. But,
as those elements are valid for discrete event simulation, only the main procedural process
flow is illustrated and compared for clarity reasons.

Analogue to risk management objectives are defined at the start of a simulation modelling
project. Objectives are the key element to each project, where the risk manager defines the
target area of the investigation and its application, whereas the simulation modeller agrees
with the stakeholder about the scope of the project and his deliveries. Both abstract the reality
in a brief reflection in order to focus on the essential elements of the project as well as on the
primary issues and problems.
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Simulation Modelling
Procedures
Setting Objectives

Data Mining

Conceptual
Modelling

COSO 2004

Setting Objectives

Internal Environment

Event Identification
Simulation Modelling
Risk Assessment

Simulation Test Runs

Risk Response

Verification & Validation

Control Activities

Implementation

Information &
Communicaton

Post Project Evaluation

Monitoring

Figure 1: A comparison of the procedures of the discrete event simulation (derived from Banks et al., 2005) with the
COSO guideline (Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO), 2004).

Conceptual modelling maps the process flow as a general network representation triggered by
events and items travelling through the system. The simulation modeller uses conceptual
modelling techniques that are well established, such as UML, IDEF, Petri nets (PN), coloured
Petri nets (CPN), business process maps, or flow charts. The modeller evaluates which
techniques suites best for the system under investigation. The necessary data to build a
representational conceptual model is acquired by data mining techniques that differentiate
between quantitative and qualitative data retrieval. Both, quantitative and qualitative data is
merged in the conceptual model that reflects the events that interact with the flow of the
items. This procedure is similar to the internal environment investigation that identifies the
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events that trigger or influence a certain risk to a process or individual. The simulation
modeller and the risk manager make use of conceptual modelling techniques, whereas the risk
manager would use additional techniques derived from Business Process Management (zur
Muehlen and Indulska, 2009), such as Simple Rule Markup Language (SRML) or Production
Rule Representation (PRR).

Data mining is the crucial element of simulation modelling which is essential to build a
representative simulation model of the real system. Data can be either retrieved qualitatively,
by interviewing involved staff or by observing the processes, and / or quantitatively by
analysing the available process data stored in databases. Conceptual modelling techniques
help to illustrate the results of the analysed and retrieved data which hence further helps to
investigate the real system. However, the amount of obtained data can be overwhelming and
thus it is essential to agree on the level of detail, which describes the simulation model. This
abstraction is essential in order to focus on those elements that have an impact for the system
– details without an impact only cause an unnecessary distraction and confusion for the
modeller and the user of the simulation model. Those elements that have an impact for the
model are events or activities displayed as processes within the process map in a conceptual
manner.

Data mining as a part of the data retrieval process is required for the Event

Identification and for the Risk Assessment within the COSO guidelines. The evaluation of
risks according to the corresponding events is depending on a sound analysis of data.

The process of modelling the simulation modelling channels the previous procedures in order
to develop an executable simulation application that represents the real system as closely as
intended within the set objectives. The simulation model is based on the conceptual model
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and on the retrieved data from the data mining process. The model considers the patient
arrival times, the processes mapped within the conceptual models, and the process data
obtained by the data analysis. Additionally the identified risks associated to a process or
event can be considered by declaring a risk attribute for each item. This will be elaborated in
the later section 6 which describes how to apply risk assessment to a simulation model. A
timeframe is set which simulates the activities for each item and generates an output assembly
which is used to verify the simulation model with the real system. Validation however
ensures that the simulation model is a valid representation to the real system during the
transformation of the conceptual model into a simulation model.

Simulation test runs is essential to identify errors occurring due to the implementation of the
model in a simulation environment. Logic errors or runtime errors are intended to be erased.
This step is an ongoing sequence accompanying the modelling and the verification and
validation procedures and enriches the understanding of the system and identifies potential
improvement suggestions. This procedure also involves the identification and evaluation of
risk response strategies that indicate ways to avoid, accept, reduce, or share risks for potential
threats or errors within the system. These avoidance strategies may imply changes to the
actual simulation model. At this point it might be worthwhile to consider these changes in a
set of scenarios in order evaluate the impact of the avoidance strategies.

Once final adjustments are applied to the simulation model, a final verification and validation
defines the precision of the simulation model. Precision is expressed as a statistical value in a
confidence interval which gives a definition of how valid and applicable the model is to solve
the identified issues and problems. After having defined the validity of the model and
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evaluated the impact of risk avoidance strategies, control activities are derived from the
findings of the impact analysis. Those control activities describe policies and procedures
which potentially minimize risks. These control activities have to be tailored in a way that
they are ready for implementation and that they consider the staff, their working environment
and the actual patient.

Depending on the objectives, the simulation model is used for several purposes and
experiments:
-

Risk assessment

-

Optimisation

-

Scenario testing

-

Resource allocation

-

Capacity and demand forecasting

The results obtained from the above experiments are evaluated by its costs and benefits,
which has a direct influence of the consideration for its implementation. Each change to a
system inherits a potential risk. These risks have to be considered and to be included in the
potential occurring costs. The better the data base on which the simulation model is built, the
easier the implementation risks can be evaluated. Once a change to the system is identified to
be beneficial, these changes have to be communicated and illustrated to staffs that are affected
by the change.

This procedure is similar to the second lowest COSO layer describing

information and communication of the results obtained by the risk management. In either
case, whether COSO guidelines or simulation modelling, implementation of the results may
require training and commitment of staff in order to get the findings and objectives applied to
the actual system.
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Post project evaluation of the implemented results derived from the simulation model allows
a target/actual comparison, where the calculated benefits are confronted with the actual
benefits, thus allowing a final measurement of the effectiveness of the simulation modelling.
Another post project procedure is the monitoring of the implemented changes, especially
those concerning the risk avoidance strategies. Here it is essential that the anticipated risk
avoiding effects ensure a successful implementation, otherwise modifications might be
necessary.

6. Development of a risk assessment model within discrete event simulation
Overall both frameworks, the simulation modelling and the risk management framework
proposed by COSO show similar approaches, and display a significant overlap which
indicates a potential for synergy effects. In fact, when applying simulation modelling, the
management might consider analysing the risks involved within the analysed system, or vice
versa, risk management might be interested in simulating the applied changes in order to
identify its impact. However, discrete event simulation requires some adjustments to fully
comply as a tool for risk management. Fortunately the simulation approach already delivers
everything that is required for risk management, for example simulation packages integrate
statistical tools that provide the input data, or the activities, with a certain set of statistical
distributions. Another useful feature is that items include attributes that are modifiable.
Those two features are required in order emulate the four above described potential risk types
for the patient: for direct and internal risks, that are likely to occur, activities have to be
inserted in the route of the patient which is triggered by a random generator. The source for
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these risks are identifiable and assignable within the healthcare facility, thus a risk process is
sufficient for these types of threats. The probability of the occurrence of a risk is then stored
within the risk attribute and will be accumulated with all the other risks that a patient might
encounter through his journey of the healthcare facility. Indirect and external risks require
risk attributes as the source of the potential dangers is not directly assignable. The probability
value is altered by the indirect threats that may be a certain value influenced by other
parameters.

For example the queuing time for treatment influences the probability of

complications by a certain value or function. Table 2 indicates how the risk types can be
considered in simulation modelling.

To explain the handling of the risk types, process flow charts are applied, to deliver the
concept of risk application within simulation modelling on the modelling basis. The red
frames indicate the entities that involve risk. Four different risk entities are used: a risk
probability, that can be any random number generator; a risk event, that represents the
additional workload associated to the risk; a risk attribute x(t), that contains the accumulated
probability that faces a patient; and risk attribute y(t) which is a list of Boolean variables that
records the event history.

Table 2: Modelling techniques for discrete event simulation in order to comply with risk management.

Direct risk

Indirect risk
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Internal risk

External risk

In the case of direct risks, for example, an occurring accident underlies a certain probability.
In the upper left example of table 2 the patient enters the system by being processed in the
process A. In case the risk probability inflicts an event, the patient gets diverted and the
consequences of this event have to be faced. This event will store its value (Boolean) in the
risk attribute y(t), which stores this event in an event history for later risk analysis. The upper
right example of table 2 displays the handling of indirect risks. The patient enters the system
as in the upper left example, whereas the process B has a high potential of queuing up the
system, which influences the risk for complications for the patient. The risk attribute is set at
the time t1 while the patient is still in process A. After leaving the process A the patient
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attributes triggers the likelihood of complications at time t2. In case complications occur, the
event is again stored in the attribute value y(t) for later examinations.

The handling of the internal risk is similar to the handling of the direct risks. The external
risk is illustrated by an influence of a risk probability that affects the risk attribute x(t)
directly. This influence can hence either be handled similar to the direct or the indirect risk
handling.
Applying this technique allows the modeller to obtain the associated risks directly from each
individual, and if necessary already at runtime. Additionally an event history delivers insight
about the likelihood of the occurrence of events that are connected to risks of which impact
can be evaluated with the overall outcome of the simulation run.

These changes require little modification of the traditional simulation modelling procedure,
but hence it equips the modeller with the feature that each patient gets a risk value assigned
during his journey through the simulated system. After being released from the healthcare
facility the simulated patients delivers a risk history and a probability, lets say a risk value,
which illustrates how likely those risks occurred. This risk value stays with the patient
whatever sophisticated route the patient is taking through the complex healthcare system. As
healthcare facilities and their patient pathways tend to be highly sophisticated this technique
easily captures all potential types of risks occurring to a patient and presents a useful
illustration of the sources and of the accumulating effect of risks for a patient.
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7. Discussion
Irish healthcare is currently in a severe condition: long waiting times, high demand, budget
cuts, are just few of the concerning terms addressed in the daily media. In fact, healthcare
managers are striving for efficient solutions. Considering the threat of the increased mortality
which is linked to overcrowding (Richardson, 2006), efforts have to be done rather sooner
than later. However urgent improvements are needed, the according investments have to be
placed efficiently especially during recession when governmental funding for healthcare is
low. Comparing the waiting times for treatment which were about 6.5 hours in Dublin EDs in
1999 (Regan, 2000), they only declined little to 5.2 hours in 2007 (based on findings of the
analysed academic teaching hospital under investigation with ca. 45,000 patients treated
annually). It can be seen that improvements aligned with the investments done over eight
years had no tangible improvement for the average patient. It is therefore crucial to identify
the impact of investments in advance. As pointed out in the introduction, simulation is a
promising approach to evaluate measures to increase the quality of care.

In accordance to the necessary improvements of the quality of care, strategies for risk
avoidance is essential that comply with well established risk management techniques applied
in business process management. The COSO framework delivers a sound basis for risk
management, but the integration of process management is still an area for research (zur
Muehlen et al., 2005). Efforts are made to integrate business process management strategies
into risk management, such as system thinking paradigm (O'Donnell, 2005) or process flow
techniques (zur Muehlen et al., 2005).
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Healthcare managers however have established patient care pathways in order to integrate
process flow and risk management. Care pathways allow identifying the involved treatment
processes that a patient group requires, mapped for further use. Statistical data of patients that
followed this pathway gives an insight for improvement potential. Many countries have
already introduced care pathways in their hospitals, but after years of the introduction critique
arises: care pathways are not flexible enough due to its complexity which makes it hard to
alter, when improvements or adjustments are required (Dy et al., 2005) and due to the limited
display opportunities of the diagrams additional substantial comments are required, which
makes it difficult to interpret for outsiders and inflict another potential error source (Molle,
2009). These are the main critiques, which may be a cause why the Irish healthcare managers
are reluctant to integrate care pathways.

Considering the effort to apply risk management and process management in healthcare, an
integrated comprehensive solution is desirable, that is in compliance with established
approaches. In this paper it is discussed how the simulation modelling process can be altered
to comply with the proposed framework for risk management by COSO. It is shown that only
minor adjustments and considerations to the modelling techniques are required as all
necessary tools are already inherit in the simulation approach. Integrating risks into the
process flow offers many advantages:
-

Focus on the patient and the accompanying risks

-

Integrated solution, that is compliant with established management approaches

-

Traceability of risks increases system transparency

-

Forecasts are possible with actual patient data

-

Simulation well established as an flexible approach
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With these benefits the healthcare managers gain immediate control and additional transparent
insight into the risk event history and the potential threats to each patient. As simulation
would be an integrated solution, it offers a win-win opportunity:
-

first, the simulation model allows analysing the system similar to the mapping of
patients care pathways,

-

second, simulation offers the integration of solution finding techniques such as
optimisation, scheduling, etc.,

-

third, risk assessment is already integrated within the simulation study which hence
has the potential to improve the quality of care,

-

fourth simulation is flexible enough to allow modifications and adjustments.

These advantages however face a major drawback: developing or adjusting a simulation
application is a time consuming process – especially building a simulation model that has to
represent a sophisticated and complex structure such as they are found in healthcare domains,
demands a lot of effort of the modeller. It can be argued that time is already saved due to the
fact that simulation can be used equivalent to patient care pathways during the process
analysis and process mapping of a healthcare facility.

But to access the above listed

advantages simulation requires a tailored framework that allows an easy adjustable routing,
consideration of the here addressed risk assessment techniques, and a free and easy scale
ability of the employed models. Such a framework is of current research within the 3SGroups established by the Dublin Institute of Technology. Overcoming these drawbacks
would enable simulation to be an invaluable comprehensive tool for healthcare facilities.
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8. Conclusion
Healthcare in Ireland requires urgent help. Long waiting times, overcrowded EDs, high
utilisation of staff and resources indicate that there is need for an effective change within the
healthcare facilities. To allocate the highest potential impact of investments a sophisticated
and comprehensive solution technique is required that would be able to cover complexity,
uncertainty and system dynamics.

Simulation has shown to be a successful tool for

manufacturing and healthcare. Its recommended improvements derived from the simulation
approach had significant impact and increased the quality of care in countless examples (Jun
et al., 1999, Cayirli and Veral, 2003, Eldabi et al., 2007, Fone et al., 2003, Jia et al., 2007).

Simulation has therefore illustrated to be a valuable approach in order to improve process
flows within healthcare, but is it the end of the rope for simulation? Has it shown all of its
potential, yet? As illustrated within this paper it can be seen that the flexible approach of
simulation allows to be adjusted for risk management.

The overlaps of the simulation

modelling procedures with the COSO framework are obviously an indicator for its
applicability for risk management. The illustrated modifications, or lets say considerations
that a simulation modeller would have to include, are of minor effort and enhances simulation
to serve in several fields with one answer. Considering the suggested approach within this
paper would comprehend process management, risk management and include the benefits of
simulation in one comprehensive approach. However, two significant drawbacks have two be
considered: first, building a simulation model of a complex and sophisticated system requires
a considerable amount of effort, and second, the more complex the model, the more difficult
is its maintenance.
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Complexity issues require a new approach or even a new framework, which would enable
simulation to be well suited in complex and sophisticated domains, such as healthcare. This
issue is of current research of the 3S-Group established by the Dublin Institute of Technology
in collaboration with Dublin academic teaching hospitals to enable Irish hospitals to apply the
newest and most comprehensive solution finding techniques for their concern and problems.
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